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It is with gratitude that we look back to sixth O.R Tambo Educational Tour
which without our partners, supporters and the inspiring young people who
were the exciting participants in the tour would have been impossible. This
gratitude is extended to the following people who made the OR Tambo EduTour 2014 for the delegation of South African and Tanzanian Youth one we
can reflect on with pride, joy and a host of new partnerships and friendships.

(SOMAFCO Trust winners at the entrance of Solomon Mahlangu Campus, Cecil Lwana, Nishta Sookdiyal and Sibonelo Tshomela)
•	
Transnet; for the constant support extended to SOMAFCO
Trust, the NHC (an agency of the Department of Arts and
Culture) for succeeding in maintaining a solid partnership
and the successful handover of the Ubuntu Honour Award
posthumously to Former President of Tanzania Julius
Nyerere, the National Youth Development Agency (NYDA)
Executive for the attendance of the head of NYDA Yershen
Pillay and for the support in the execution of this tour.
•	All media partners of the SOMAFCO Trust for their
supporting in both live and documentation of this years tour,
covering and broadcasting the ORET 2014 including SAfm
and Soweto TV from South Africa and Times FM and Abood
Media (habari TV) from Tanzania.
•	Higher Institutions of Education Partners, University of
Pretoria in South Africa and University of Dar es Salaam,
Mzumbe University and Sokoine University of Agriculture
in Tanzania.
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•	All other strategic partners including South African
Airways (SAA), The Department of International Relations
and Cooperation (DIRCO), Rand Water, Harith General
Partners, Moloko Executive Apartments and Hotel and the
Julius Nyerere Foundation.
•	Minister in the Presidency Jeff Radebe, Minister of Small
Business Lindiwe Zulu, Representing the President Zuma,
the Deputy Minister of Higher Education and Training
Mduduzi Manana, Acting High Commissioner Terry
Govender, Deputy Minister of Arts and Culture Rejoice
Mabudafhasi and the regional commissioner of Morogoro
Dr Bendera.
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THE SOMAFCO TRUST

THE ROLE OF SOMAFCO IN SOUTH AFRICA
SOMAFCO

•	
The SOMAFCO Trust is a non-partisan Youth Development
organization which draws its inspiration from the legacy
of the Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College. SOMAFCO
Trust seeks to build, empower, promote and inspire young
citizens in South Africa, Tanzania and Africa to play a
meaningful role in visioning, initiating and collaboration
towards building a better Africa.

THE SOMAFCO TRUST

•	
SOMAFCO Trust seeks especially to empower
disadvantaged youth today and ensure that not only do they
become the leaders of their communities but they become
pioneers of a Re-Imagined Africa. The SOMAFCO Trust
empowers the youth through different channels making
use of a variety of programs. These programmes are run
separately but ultimately form part the achieving the vision
SOMAFCO Trust has for Africa.

VISION
The custodians and
propagators of the legacies
of the Solomon Mahlangu
Freedom College (SOMAFCO)
and Solomon Mahlangu.

MISSION
The empowerment of South
African youth and ensure
that the youth of South Africa
and Tanzania are conscious
pioneers for Africa.

THE INSPIRATION
The Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College (SOMAFCO) Trust is a youth development organisation which exists
to facilitate and develop leadership bearing the ethos and outcomes of the leaders that inspired us through the
establishment of and sustenance of Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College in Mazimbu, Tanzania.

The Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College (SOMAFCO) was a state of the art educational institution established in
Mazimbu, near Morogoro, Tanzania initially on a 250ha piece of land, an old sisal farm, that later grew to a complex
infrastructure situated on 1,000ha, donated by the Tanzanian government to the African National Congress.

Conceived as a model ANC political school during the early 70’s, the school was renamed after Solomon Mahlangu
shortly after his execution in 1979, and formally operated for just over 10 years, its first enrolment beginning in 1978
and continuing until just after 1989.

In 1992, the ANC formally handed over the school to the Tanzanian government in a ceremony officiated by Oliver
Tambo and President Hassan Mwinyi of Tanzania.

O. R Tambo, formerly a dedicated teacher at St. Peters, was very proud of SOMAFCO and treated the school with due
respect, feeling close enough to call it his own pet project. In his report back at the ANC’s first conference after it was
unbanned in South Africa, he stated that:
“apart from fighting the regime, we consciously prepared our people to play a meaningful role in a liberated South Africa. In
this regard we founded the Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College in Morogoro”.
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THE OR TAMBO EDUCATIONAL TOUR
•	
SOMAFCO Trust’s flagship program that is growing into
global citizenship initiative aimed primarily towards
empowering African leaders through African Integration.
This is done through an experiential and leadership
learning program. The selection of these young people is
primarily through an essay writing competition, with some
selection taking place through social media competitions
ran on Youtube and Facebook and in 2014 incorporating
television.

•	
The SOMAFCO Trust challenges young African’s (from
South Africa and Tanzania) between the ages of 18 and
35 to analyse their environment and start engaging with
possible solutions to the problems faced not only by their
immediate community but by Africa as a whole.
•	
The SOMAFCO Trust has implemented the O.R Tambo Edu
Tour for 6 occasions from 2008, with the exception of 2009.
The total financial investment has reached R 8 million over
the 6 tours. 2014 marked the sixth educational tour to
Tanzania which challenges young leaders by broadening
their world perspective and providing a platform towards
African Unity, through exposure to Tanzania. We have seen
this tour produce a strong alumni network which has gone
on to become key players in the South African private,
public and civil society spaces.
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SOMAFCO TRUST ORET 2014 WINNER PROFILES

SOMAFCO TRUST
ORET 2014
WINNER PROFILES

SOMAFCO

NASSER MOHAMED, 22

ADELLA TILLYA, 24

I am a student studying towards a diploma in Accountancy at
the College of Business Education in Dar es Salaam. I was born
and raised in am Dar Es Salaam, I am working hard towards
my qualification ultimately reaching my occupation. I am
passionate about producing good work that will help to change
my situation and the situation in my larger society in general.

I am currently a presenter working at Abood media (ATV)
for both radio and television and I am hosting edutainment
programs. I am also actress and musician who has a big dream
of becoming one of the best journalists in Africa in the future.

KATHLEEN MOTUBATSI, 21

MOLIBATSI TSOTETSI, 19

I’m currently a 3rd year political science student at the
University of the Free State.
I am both of an introvert and extrovert who always treats
everyone with the respect they deserve based on their cultural
differences. I always follow my purpose and spread it through
my skills and talents. With every given task I give in the best I
can, so much of a good listener and a very careful debater.

I am a matriculant at Phefeni senior secondary school and
I am a peer educator under Star for life. I am also a Deputy
Chairperson of Soweto students representative council. I
have a passion for both church and school. I want to develop
the nation as a leader and I see myself as one of the best
advocates in the world I believe in love, peace, democratic
leadership and respect.
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THULILE KHANYILE 27

THULISA NDLELA, 24

I am a Master of Science (MSc) in Medicine student with the
University of Witwatersrand (Wits). I conduct cutting edge
research at the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR) to ultimately improve the lives of the citizens of the
country. I hold a Bachelor of Technology (B-Tech) degree and
National Diploma both in Biotechnology from the Tshwane
University of Technology (TUT). I am an energetic and
ambitious young contributor of change and leader of tomorrow.
My energy is spent on the netball court with colleagues, in a
swimming pool or while engaging and motivating high school
pupils to pursue careers in maths and science.

Born and raised in KwaZulu Natal, I consider myself an activist
with particular interest in youth development. I’m a student
at the University of KwaZulu Natal, Howard College Campus
reading for my Masters in International Relations since
beginning of 2014.

“We live in a world of opportunities; the world is our playground
so let’s not limit ourselves… Nike said it… ‘Just Do it’”.

I’m employed by the African Centre for the Constructive
Resolution of Dispute (ACCORD) a non-state institution working
in conflict management in the continent with Headquarters in
Durban, South Africa. It is without surprise that I spend most
of my time outside work and school contributing to the work
of both the youth movement and the people’s movement, the
African National Congress.

MAHLODI EVELYN SESHUENE, 23

BOIPELO ANNIE ANDREA, 20

Born in Polokwane, I’m Bcom Human Resources Management
student at the University of Pretoria. I have keen interest
in the field of construction influenced by my technical high
school background, having studied architecture and project
management before pursuing HR. In my free time I am involved
person in extra curricula activities such as Enactus, Kydz Inc,
and am an executive member of HR Tuks which is a sub house
for the Bcom faculty. These platforms focus on leadership,
entrepreneurship and community engagement projects which
are close to my heart and are empowering me constantly as
I hope to one day I will be an excellent ethical leader for any
kind of organisation that uses these skills.

I was born in Kimberley and raised in Bloemfontein, I would
describe myself as a sweet, vibrant, lively, independent and
ambitious young lady who with a passion for writing, be it
novels, song lyrics, poems, essays and motivational speeches.
I’m a first year student at the University Of The Free State(UFS)
with aspirations in the Entertainment /Media industry. My big
dream is to own a Film Production Company and my short
term goal is to be a Television & Radio Presenter.
I want to leave a footprint here on earth in order for those
upcoming generations to remember I was here, lived, and
loved the world.
I am named Boipelo which means PRIDE, I take pride in being
a South African and I am willing to learn and integrate with
people in Africa and worldwide.
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SOMAFCO TRUST ORET 2014 WINNER PROFILES

THEMBA HOPEWELL NKONYANE, 30

MANDILAKHE CECIL LWANA, 23

KWENA MOYAHA, 20

SIBONELO TSHOMELA, 26

I am a qualified development practitioner, currently in the
final stages of a bachelor of Public Administration Degree.
I am a youth activist, reader and writer, part of the 2014
Activate! team; a public innovation training programme. I am
the chairperson of the Maghawe Primary Hospitality CoOperative. I am a firm believer in youth development, who is
convinced youth development ultimately comes from books. I
am passionate about reading and writing having been active
in reading initiatives particularly in libraries as I am one of
the first members of the Library Committee of Isaac Mokoena,
later Deputy Chairperson. I am also advocate for youth
inclusion in Municipal programmes and activities through my
being a member of Ward committee serving the youth sector
and later as secretary of the Eastern region Youth forum.
I am also winner of the Ekurhuleni SRAC Creative Writing
competition in 2008

I am studying towards a BSc Honours degree in Physiotherapy
at the University of the Western Cape(UWC). My interests lie in
Public Healthcare and social entrepreneurship. This passion
has resulted in the establishment of the Roncil Group, which is
a medical device distribution company. I worked in Washington
DC in an international medical consultancy group as an intern.
I was involved in the procurement and the supply chain
management of ARV drugs for developing countries. In 2013
I was elected for the South African Washington International
Program(SAWIP) and in 2014 I was selected to be part of Bright
Young Minds (BYM). I am a freelance blogger for News24,
writing content that challenges human behavioural patterns
that have detrimental effects on people`s health. When I am
not in hospital or reading, I enjoy learning new languages and
traveling.

I am currently a student at the University of South Africa
(UNISA), studying towards my degree in human resource
management. I describe myself as a realist and oftentimes
tend to look at the darker side of human nature to set my
expectations. At the same time I am an optimist and hope that
people will surpass my expectations. I am smart according
to the standardized tests. I self-analyse constantly because it
gives me a sense of self-realization because people change
over time and it is very interesting to see how I have changed
over the years. Is it possible to be exactly two opposing
things? Because I have found that I can be unassumingly
introverted and very talkative once I get into my comfort zone.
I am a generous person, as in my spare time I usually donate
goods to charities. And last but not least I am bursting with
awesomeness, awesomeness is not something that can easily
be seen, but that is extremely subtle and only those that are
highly tuned to the forces of nature can sense it.

I am pursuing my Bachelor of Education at the University of
Johannesburg (UJ) and I work as a Sport manager (Abeilles
dayhouse).
I am a diligent, goal oriented individual who is always striving
to acquire set goals. I believe I am trustworthy, honest and
responsible. I have a high level of motivation, once I set my
mind into any task; I ensure that I do not let anything to hinder
my progress. And I am helpful person who always willing to
help others excel academically as a result I became a tutor and
RAA (Residence academic advisor).
I am someone who embraces excellence. I learn on a daily
basis and I have worked different jobs for various departments
at UJ. Through work experience, I have learned good
communication skills, teamwork, initiative and creativity,
handling pressure, interpersonal, decision making and
leadership, and computer skills.

TSHEPO MABUYA, 23

NISHTA SOOKDIYAL, 24

SYLVANUS SOSTHENES, 22

ABEID ABDALA, 21

My name is Tshepo Mabuya I am a fourth Year LLB Law Student
at the University of the Free State and I a first year student on
a two year diploma course in Business Administration at PC
Training and Business College.

I work as an On- Air Presentation Scheduler for e.tv channel,
in future I am to become a news reporter and use that as a
foundation to work in the United Nations (UN) , the International
Monetary Dund (IMF) or the World Bank . I have a deep desire
to bring economic and social justice to Africa and the world. To
leave a legacy in the world and make a difference.
I believe in prayer and the power of God, I am very determined
and persistent that takes humanitarian issues to heart. I want
to help and develop others. I love interacting with like minded
visionaries and leaders. I want to continue interacting with
different cultures and learn different languages. My wish is to
be involved in more development issues in South Africa, Africa
and the world.

I am a third year student at Institute of Financial Management
(IFM) in Dar es Salaam pursuing a Bachelor degree in
Computer Science with a major on Programming. I am a
director at Informix Company limited which deals with ideas
production and implementation. My home town is Bukoba
located at north east of Tanzania in Kagera Region. My tribe
is one of the strongest Bantu tribes called haya tribe, which
describes my culture as combining with Tanzanian culture.
A second born boy from a family of seven children from two
parents of the same tribe.

I am Tanzanian by nationality, a student teacher at Josiah
Kibira University college of Tumaini at University Makumira,
located at Bukoba - Kagera Tanzania. My home is in Singida
Tanzania, I joined the ORET 2014 winners after I won through
a television competition run on Abood media television (ATV)
after answering the question that asked how young people in
an African setting are thinking about their dream and the role
they play in African Unity. I am the second born in my family of
four children and my dream is to be a good teacher and a good
leader.

In 2012 I became a One Young World Global Ambassador
and was chosen to be part of the 2014 Top 100 Brightest
Young Minds in South Africa. I am serving as the founding
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Youth Empowerment
Platform Incubators NPC and I am also serving as the CEO of
Kgatelopelel Consultancy Group.
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ORET 2014
ACTIVATION EVENTS

SOMAFCO

LAUNCH OF O.R
TAMBO EDU TOUR 2014
SOMAFCO

•	
The O.R Tambo Edu Tour 2014 (ORET) ran
activations leading up to the tour in different
spaces targeting a wide range of young people
to encourage them to enter this years Edu Tour
competitions. These activations were on the
ground efforts aimed towards promoting ORET
2014 with the media support of SOWETO TV,
these were direct contact sessions between the
public and SOMAFCO Trust to generate interest
and participation in the competitions and
attendance of the formal launch of ORET 2014.
•	
We identified three (3) institutions of higher
education (University of Johannesburg (UJ),
Vaal University of Technology(VUT) and the
University of Witwatersrand) in Gauteng where
we vigorously promoted and encouraged entries
for ORET 2014 competitions.
•	
In efforts to diversify our participants we also
ran activations in Sunnyside Mall (Pretoria) and
Funda Centre (Soweto); our first activation was
held at the University of Johannesburg, at the
University of Johannesburg (Soweto Campus) we
managed to create a buzz around the competition
and reached 109 students who signed up in six
(6) hours, the students we interacted with showed
high interest in participating on the ORET 2014
essay writing competition specifically.
•	
The outcomes of this activation was successful;
Sibonelo Tshomela (a UJ Bachelor of Education
Student) was one of the national winners who
ultimately participated in ORET 2014 and was
reached through this activation.
•	
We held four further activations (as mentioned
above) which increased our database through
sign ups and generated high interest increasing
our social media footprint significantly.
(Nhlanhla Mathonsi and James Mvula during the activation at the University of
Johannesburg, a student filing in the activation form showing her interest on
participating on the essay writing competition)
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(Minister in the Presidency Jeff Radebe with the former Deputy Minister in the Presidency Obed Bapela together with the students attend the
Launch of the OR TAMBO EDU TOUR 2014 at the Constitutional Hill)
•	
An audience of 100 people joined us as at the launch of
ORET 2014 which was held at Constitution Hill, a site rich
in heritage and celebration of diversity of the voices in
Africa. The kick off of the essay competition segment was
held on the 31st May 2014 was a success in creating the
necessary awareness around ORET 2014 and the role of the
SOMAFCO Trust as a whole.
•	
The guest speaker for this event from the Office of the
Presidency was Minister Jeff Radebe who shared his
experiences with the SOMAFCO Trust and the personal
leadership inspiration he drew from Solomon Mahlangu of
the bravery of his acts, the Minister also emphasised the
ongoing support the O.R Tambo Tour from the Office of the
Presidency of the Republic of South Africa.

•	
This support was further shown by the attendance of the
leader of the ORET 2013 delegation Deputy Minister in
the Presidency Minister Obed Bapela who joined the our
Head of Trust Mr Tlholo Mohlathe in announcing the topics
for the ORET 2014 Essay Competition and the winners of
the social media segment of the competition held through
Youtube. As young people gathered for the announcement of
ORET 2014 they also got to hear from two previous winners
who now form part of the SOMAFCO Trust Alumni Network
shared their personal experience of ORET in order to give a
glimpse into the impact that ORET had on their life journeys
respectively. The SOMAFCO Trust extends gratitude to
Buhle Lekokotla (ORET 2013 Winner) and Tshegofatso
Pitsira Ragophala (ORET 2012 Winner) in this regard.
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THE ORET 2014
ESSAY WINNERS
ANNOUNCEMENT
EVENT

SOMAFCO

SOLOMON KALUSHI MAHLANGU, BORN 10 JULY 1956

“ I WOULD LIKE THAT YOU NOT ONLY
COMMEMORATE THE EXECUTION OF
MY SON, BUT ALSO TO CELEBRATE
HIS BIRTH ” - MAMARTHA MAHLANGU

(The group photo taken after the announcement of the ORET 2014 winners together with the Minister Lindiwe Zulu)

BIRTHDAY

•	
The announcement event was held on the 10th July 2014 at the University of Pretoria Mamelodi Campus was a special event which
announced the essay competition winners and simultaneously celebrated Solomon Mahlangu’s birthday posthumously. The guest
speaker was Minister of Small Business Lindiwe Zulu who shared personal stories about a place she still calls home and alerted
the winners of the significance of maintaining and sustaining the history that is shared between South Africa and Tanzania. Minister
Zulu urged winners to be aware of the inspiration of the leaders that were grown and developed in SOMAFCO Trust as they embark
on their own leadership journey.
•	
Mr Edwin Smith; shared extensively about the knowledge and inspiration he gained when he was part of SOMAFCO in Tanzania. He
also shared about the importance of being able to use writing to change the face of Africa and implored the winners to as a space for
Africa to step up.

•	
Mr Tlholo Mohlathe, the Head of the Trust shared a brief history of SOMAFCO Trust, the role of young people in advancing Africa
and gave a vote of thanks to all guests for their participation. Baruna Care Centre was invited and sent representatives in numbers of
the young people who form part of their volunteer program, who enjoyed the experience for the interaction and inspiration the event
facilitated.
• O
 ur media partners Soweto TV and SAfm announced essay competition winners after the live announcement was successfully
achieved in Mamelodi. Our ongoing media partnership with Channel Africa had Sydney Phiri present and he shared about the role
of heritage and using it as a springboard from where we build a better Africa and proceeded to interview and congratulate winners
who formed part of the ORET 2014 and were present at the announcement event. The winners that were present and thus were
congratulated by all our speakers included Sibonelo Tshomela, Thulile Khanyile, Themba Nkonyane and Molibatsi Tsotetsi.
Lunch was served after formal proceedings and a successful inaugural launch event was held.
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BRIEFING SESSION
FOR ORET 2014
•	
The excitement of ORET 2014 had been sinking in for
all our winners and an event was held on the 31st July
2014 at Moloko Hotel in Sandton to formally create
space for all our winners to get sufficient knowledge
on the upcoming edu tour. Winners were briefed on the
expectations of the tour and further reiterated the role of
SOMAFCO Trust and the expectations the Trust has from
all participants in the upcoming tour. Winners were taken
through a Risk Assessment of Tanzania (see appendage)
and also completed our KAP survey which formed the
base of the monitoring and evaluation process. Winners
were interviewed and their thoughts before the tour was
captured in this way.

•	
All winners from provinces Gauteng as well as winners
that are not based in Johannesburg where accommodated
at Moloko Hotel for the night and departed from there.
•	
Interviews were conducted by our partner Mr Lebone
Maema and his team capturing the mixed emotions as
ORET 2014 dawned.

PARTNERS FOR ORET 2014

PARTNERS FOR
ORET 2014

SOMAFCO

THE NATIONAL YOUTH DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (NYDA)
•	
Under the new leadership of the NYDA, an agency of the state, the SOMAFCO Trust has
enjoyed significant support from the NYDA.
•	
The NYDA is the leading government youth development organization in South Africa.
The NYDA runs the largest bursary program named after Solomon Mahlangu namely: the
Solomon Mahlangu Scholarship Fund.
•	
NYDA’s support for the O.R Tambo 2014 was once again highlighted through the attendance
of chairman Mr Yeshen Pillay as part of the delegation that took a heritage walk at the
SOMAFCO Campus and attended the annual lecture at Mandela Square given by Deputy
Minister of Higher Education and Training Mr Mduduzi Manana.

NATIONAL HERITAGE COUNCIL
•	The National Heritage Council of South Africa is a government institution(an agency
of the Department of Arts and Culture) that is responsible for the preservation of
the country’s heritage. Over the past few years it has managed to place heritage
as a priority for nation building and national identity. The important areas that the
NHC focuses on are policy development for the sector to meet its transformation
goals, public awareness and education, knowledge production in heritage subjects
that were previously neglected, as well as making funding available to projects that
place heritage as a socio-economic resource.
•	One such project that has continually received support from the NHC is the
O.R Tambo Edu Tour, having previously sponsored winners, this year the NHC
sponsored one of our Youtube winners and worked with the Trust to posthumously
bestow the Ubuntu Honour Award to Former President Julius Nyerere which was
received by the Julius Nyerere Foundation. The event was hosted collaboratively on
the 11th of August 2014 at the University of Dar es Salaam.

TRANSNET – STRATEGIC PARTNER
•	Transnet continues to be one of the foundational partners of the Edu Tour and overall
strategic partner to the SOMAFCO Trust. Their support reinforces the work the SOMAFCO
Trust is undertaking and is enabling the growth and development of the organization as a
whole. Transnet’s support has enabled the SOMAFCO Trust to further improve and develop
the O.R Tambo Edu Tour Program especially in 2014 as it formed part of the dialogues
which encompass the role of business in building a better equipped Africa.

HARITH GENERAL PARTNERS
•	Harith is the inaugural fund manager appointed to manage the Pan African Infrastructure
Fund (PAIDF) – the first and only 15 year old fund in the continent. Harith operates PAIDF
on the basis of sound, transparent and fiscally responsible governing principles. Harith
is circumspective and judicious in selecting potential investment projects and considers
appropriate exit strategies at the point of making investments. Harith maximises value
and explores innovative means, guided by its strong commitment to corporate governance
principles, to achieve superior financial returns for PAIDF investors. Harith continues to be
an important investor in the O.R Tambo Edu Tour.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS AND COOPERATION (DIRCO)
•	The Department of International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO) in partnership
with SOMAFCO Trust is proud and excited to commemorate important milestones
in South Africa and Tanzania’s history. The premise of the collaboration is founded
on the rich history shared and must be used as a source of increased collaboration
between Tanzania and South Africa.
•	The Department of International Relations and Co-Operation (DIRCO) has been
holding commemorations of the twentieth anniversary of freedom and democracy
through various High Commissions and has thus far enjoyed a favorable response.
These celebrations are important because they mark not only the 20th year of
being free from oppression but also the integration of South Africa into the global
sphere. On ORET 2014, DIRCO was responsible for the presence of the Acting
High Commissioner of South Africa in Tanzania Mr Terry Reddy and hosted the
Welcome event at the residency on the High Commission on our first day in Dar es
Salaam. The Acting High Commission along with members of his team also joined
the delegation both at the Welcome event held by the regional commissioner in
Morogoro, Dr Bendera as well as the Ubuntu Honour Award event held with the
National Heritage Council at the University of Dar es Salaam.
19

MOLOKO EXECUTIVE APARTMENTS AND HOTEL

MZUMBE UNIVERSITY

•	Moloko hotel is a 5 star establishment boasting the ultimate in luxury accommodation
based in Sandton, they provided a venue to host the briefing session as well as
accommodation for all our out of town winners on the night before departure, 31 July 2014.
The staff at Moloko Hotel was pleasantly friendly and hospitable to all the winners.
The ORET 2014 delegation departed from Moloko Hotel to O.R Tambo International on the
1st of August to begin the sixth tour refreshed and excited.

•	Mzumbe University hosted SOMAFCO Trust for 6 days at Lumumba complex. The University
of Mzumbe leadership along with students at the University joined SOMAFCO Trust during
the annual lecture held at Sokoine University’s Mandela Square. The leadership of the
University along with student leadership and leadership at Lumumba Complex Residency
also hosted a farewell dinner which facilitated further possibilities for students to engage
across nations and build further bonds of friendship.

SOWETO TV (OR TAMBO EDU-TOUR MEDIA PARTNER)

SAFM (OR TAMBO EDU-TOUR MEDIA PARTNER)

•	Soweto TV is a South African community television channel broadcasting in the biggest
township of South Africa, Soweto. Other than this the channel is broadcast to South African
subscribers to the DSTV pay TV service. It provides a network station for South Africa’s only
networked program, KMT (Kasi Music Television). It also networks Aljazeera programming.
It broadcasts on DSTV channel 150. It was the first ever community television channel in
South Africa.

•	SAfm is the SABC’s national English language public radio station with its headquarters at
Radio Park, Auckland Park, and Johannesburg. It was established in 1936 at the time of the
creation of the SABC.

•	Soweto TV joined SOMAFCO Trust prior to the launch of the essay writing competitions and
broadcasted all activation events whilst running promotional adverts for the gain as much
interest as possible. All events that were captured were broadcast on the 18:00pm news.
Soweto TV attended and documented all twelve days of the OR Tambo Edu-Tour, through
their documentation of key moments of the Edu Tour, Soweto TV has captured through
interviews and filming, the essence of the O.R Tambo Edu Tour of producing the right
leadership in creating a beautiful Africa.

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS (SOMAFCO TRUST
OFFICIAL TRAVEL PARTNER)
•	South African Airways (SAA), Africa’s most awarded airline, operates to 42 destinations
worldwide.
•	In its domestic market SAA has an extensive schedule operating 660 flights in total per
week between Johannesburg – Cape Town, Durban, East London and Port Elizabeth, from
its Johannesburg hub, as well as code-shared flights between Lanseria – Cape Town and
Durban. SAA offers more frequencies than any other airline in South Africa.
•	Regionally, SAA offers 26 destinations across the African continent including Abidjan,
Accra, Blantyre, Brazzaville, Bujumbura, Cotonou, Dakar, Dar Es Salaam, Douala, Entebbe,
Harare, Kigali, Kinshasa, Lagos, Libreville, Lilongwe, Livingstone, Luanda, Lusaka, Maputo,
Mauritius, Nairobi, Ndola, Pointe Noire, Victoria Falls and Windhoek.
•	The partnership with SAA made sure the delegation of the 6th O.R Tambo Edu Tour arrived
safely and on time, the first of August was departure from OR Tambo International to
Julius Nyerere International in Dar Es Salaam. The crew members of SAA extended utmost
professional service with a smile.
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•	It was first known as the “A Programme”, becoming the English Service when the Afrikaans
Service came into being a year later. In 1985 it changed its name again to Radio South
Africa and, ten years later, to SAfm.
•	Up until 1995, it was known as a “full spectrum” radio station; news, information, music,
art, drama, children’s programs, sport, etc. It was also the first station to introduce ‘talk’
format and current affairs programming (Radio Today etc). During the next 8 years,
SAfm moved away from “full spectrum” broadcasting in favour of news and information,
dropping drama and cutting back on music in favour of a live, ‘talk show’ format.
•	SAfm was instrumental in activities leading up to the tour through promotional interviews
and advertising of the competition on their website, during this time SAfm also helped
SOMAFCO Trust initiate and run the Tanzanian Radio Competition that produced Tanzanian
winners through their relationship with Times fm in Dar es Salaam. On the tour itself, SAfm
conducted interviews of winners and executive team members that were broadcast in
different shows and shared with South Africa the SOMAFCO Trust experience fully. Overall,
SOMAFCO Trust values the important role played by SAfm on ORET 2014.

SOCIAL MEDIA REPORT

PARTNERS FOR ORET 2014

•	The SOMAFCO Trust ran two social media competitions in South Africa and both were
successful and resulted in three winners from the social media platform. In the three
winners found here, two winners were identified through the YouTube competition and one
winner was identified through the Facebook competition. The SOMAFCO Trust Facebook
group has increased membership from 2000 members to 2,721 in the period in which we
launched and ran the SOMAFCO Trust ORET 2014 activities.
•	Through a collaborative approach to our social media strategy we have reached a high
number of South African and Tanzanian audience by interacting on social media platforms
of our partners. There was a reach of close to 15 000 people through the Soweto TV and SA
fm Facebook pages which increased our presence in diversified spaces. The partnership
with SAfm was crucial in promoting the ORET 2014.

(Twitter @Somafco_trust)

(Facebook handle like and join
the page Somafco Trust)

•	There was further reach of 4,010 followers through the Zabalaza twitter page, which
documented moments of the OR Tambo Edu Tour 2014. The Honourable Minister of Social
Development Bathabile Dlamini used her own twitter page and communicated the vision,
hopes and accomplishment of all the work put into ORET 2014 reaching 1,284 followers.
The Honourable Deputy Minister of Higher Education Mduduzi Manana, documented
and posted about the edu tour leading up to departure to Tanzania about his role as
representative of the President of the Republic of South Africa in leading the delegation.
The DM also posted pictures capturing the activities in which he was involved and wrote
extensively on his facebook page about the time he spent in Tanzania, reaching a high
number of young people that follow him on his interactive Facebook page.

KEY EVENTS
AT THE SIXTH
O.R TAMBO
EDU TOUR

SOMAFCO

•	The opening Gala Dinner event
was held at the Residence of the
High Commissioner of South Africa
in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
•	The speaker was Deputy Minister
Mduduzi Manana officially marked
the arrival of South African
and Tanzanian young people
embarking on the Edu Tour and
extended gratitude to SOMAFCO
Trust for a job well done, the host
Acting High Commissioner of
South Africa in Tanzania Mr Terry
Govender gave a warm welcome to
the delegation and Tlholo Mohlathe
Head of Trust thanked all guests
and partners before we heard
from the winners about exactly
what got them selected to be part
of the ORET 2014.

OPENING GALA DINNER: 01 AUGUST 2014

•	The SOMAFCO Trust together with the Abood Media’s Habari Star TV and ATV from
Morogoro Tanzania, we ran a successful TV competition where two winners were selected
to form part of the delegation of winners who were part of ORET 2014.
•	Through the social media platforms of Abood Media we reached 169, 247 people through
their Facebook page, and reached approximately 1000 people that visit the page everyday.
•	The SOMAFCO Trust ran a radio competition on Times FM in Tanzania, which through their
facebook page successfully reached 83,870 people and selected two winners through
their an interactive radio and social media competition held during a youth narrated show.
The social media reach of this years edu tour indicates that we have successfully reached
194,132 people through two platforms specifically Facebook and Twitter as we move into
other social media platforms.

(The Head of the SOMAFCO Trust, Deputy Minister of Higher Education and Training Mduduzi Manana and the Acting High Commission of South
Africa in Tanzania, attending the Opening Gala Dinner)
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WELCOME/KARIBU
TO MOROGORO //
02 AUGUST 2014

SOMAFCO

(The ORET 2014 winners at the Opening Gala Dinner)

(Kwena Moyaha our YouTube competition winner attending the Karibu to Morogoro)

•	The Welcome/Karibu to Morogoro event was held at Nashera Hotel and was hosted by SOMAFCO Trust and the Regional
Commissioner of Morogoro Dr Bendera. The edu tour takes place mostly around Morogoro because this is where the college
(SOMAFCO) is located at and forms part of the Sokoine University of Agriculture today.
•	Sokoine University student leadership structures were invited to be part of the event and joined us as we prepared for our
stay in Morogoro. Due to unforeseen health complication a representative for Dr Bendera read his welcome address which
left no eyes dry as he shared about the oneness of the history that bonds South Africans to Morogoro.
(The programme director of the event Gabriel Mothiba introducing the representatives from South Africa and Tanzania to the ORET
2014 winners)
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•	Deputy Minister Mduduzi Manana and Act High Commissioner Terry Govender along with Tlholo Mohlathe Head of Trust
were shared their excitement in forging real economic partnerships and friendships with the people of Morogoro.
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THE O.R TAMBO EDU
TOUR ANNUAL LECTURE
// 03 AUGUST 2014
SOMAFCO

•	This event was held at Mandela Square at the SOMAFCO
Campus of Sokoine University of Agriculture. The lecture
takes place directly after a heritage tour of the SOMAFCO
Trust campus.
•	The leader of the delegation Deputy Minister Mduduzi
Manana gave an inspirational speech. In attendance at this
event was chairman of the NYDA mr Yeshen Pillay, Acting
High Commissioner Mr Terry Govender, The Regional
Commissioner of Morogoro Dr Bedera.

MZUMBE UNIVERSITY
FAREWELL //
07 AUGUST 2014

SOMAFCO

•	Deputy Minister Manana spoke about the role increased
partnerships between South African and Tanzanian
institutions and the role this plays in creating further and
smoother collaboration, he also spoke about the role that
the collaborative leadership of Oliver Tambo and Julius
Nyerere played in the attainment of freedom and democracy
in South Africa.

•	This event was held at Lumumba Complex at Mzumbe University. SOMAFCO Trust was hosted by the University for six days of the Edu
Tour in Mzumbe University’s residence facilities. Speeches were made by the Head of Trust Mr Tlholo Mohlathe and the Director of
Students as well as Student leaders of the university.
•	The event strengthened the partnership between SOMAFCO Trust and Mzumbe University, appreciation was given to SOMAFCO Trust
for the great job they doing and being inspired to action by the legacy of SOMAFCO.
(The Deputy Minister of Higher Education Mduduzi Manana in the middle next to him the Acting High Commission from South Africa Mr Terry
Govender, far to the right is the NYDA Mr Yashen Pillay and then delegation from South Africa with the representatives from Tanzania the CCM
and the Regional commission from Morogoro)
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•	SOMAFCO Trust was given an award which was accepted by the Head of Trust and the event was closed off with dinner and artistic
performances by members of the delegation leading to the formation and solidification friendship.
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NHC UBUNTU
AWARDS //
11 AUGUST 2014

SOMAFCO

•	The Hon. DM of Arts and Culture Ms. Rejoice Mabudafhasi
gave the key note address. Some highlights from her
address include:
	“The priceless relationship started by Oliver Tambo, Nelson
Mandela, Julius Nyerere, Kenneth Kaunda, Robert Mugabe
and Kwame Nkrumah should continue to be a spurce of
inspiration for a united Africa”
	“No words can demonstrate indebtedness to Julius Nyerere
by the peoples which he liberated in South Africa and other
African nations”
“ they (coloniser) ravaged and devoured our land leaving it
barren the people’s patience is not endless..... Submit or
fight.... In defence of our people our future and our freedom”
	“Ubuntu as expressed by Desmond Tutu is the idea that my
humanity is caught up and bound up inextricably in yours.

As two nations declare ‘we are who we are because of who
you are’ the role of Tanzania in liberation of many African
states cannot be emphasised enough”
	“The sacrifices made by the people of Tanzania and the
people of South Africa who fought for freedom should be
known by the post-colonial generation”
	“The NHC and SOMAFCO plays an important role in
conscious-ing young people in South Africa of the role of
freedom fighters in liberation. Freedom fighters came with
hope and Tanzanian people welcomed them with bravery”
“ The existence of SOMAFCO demonstrates an Ubuntu
from Tanzanian people. It represents a taste of freedom in
Mazimbu before freedom in South Africa in 1994. SOMAFCO
Trust continues to nurture umbilical cord that unites our
people in SA and Tanzania. May our bond be strengthened in
all initiatives”

•	This event was held at the University of Dar es
Salaam through collaboration with the National
Heritage Council (an agency of the Department of
Arts and Culture) and the panel of speakers included
Prof. Penina Mlama of Dar es Salaam University,
Chief Executive Officer of the NHC Adv. Sonwabile
Manconywa, the Honourable Deputy Minister of Arts
and Culture of South Africa Ms. Rejoice Mabudafhasi
and Acting High Commissioner Terry Govender.
•	The unforeseen technical difficulties experienced
by Adv. Sonwabile Manconywa led to his speech
being read by a member of the NHC delegation that
executed the award ceremony with the SOMAFCO Trust.
Highlights from the speech are given below:
	“ Dr Julius Nyerere was an indigenous treasure in all
his efforts which uncovered dreams of freedom and
inspired young people’s pride in Africanness”
	“Dr Nyerere’s recognition of Education as a tool
for freedom, Self- belief and self- governance is
unmatched”
	“He was instrumental in building bridges between
people of respective countries like South Africa and
Tanzania”
	“The NHC is in cooperation with African countries
in safeguarding the values of Ubuntu and Human
development in Africa”
(Honourable Deputy Minister of Arts and Culture of South Africa Ms. Rejoice
Mabudafhasi delivering a speech at the NHC Ubuntu award)

(Honourable Deputy Minister of Art and Culture in South Africa Ms. Rejoice Mabudafhasi handing over the Ubuntu award to the Late Julius
Nyerere family)

•	The Honourable Joseph Ndoka Chairperson of the Nyerere foundation spoke about the role Dr Julius Nyerere played in the liberation
struggles of many countries and ultimately thanking the NHC for bestowing the Ubuntu Honour Award to Babawa Taifa. The Award
is bestowed to honor those who demonstrate the values of Ubuntu in their leadership. There was strong reiteration of the impact of
leadership that gave many Southern African countries a place to fight for liberation with heartfelt appreciation to the Nyerere family.
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SOMAFCO TRUST
AFRICAN YOUNG
LEADERS INITIATIVE
(SAYLI) // 02 AUGUST
- 07 AUGUST 2014

SOMAFCO

•	In order to analyse the impact of the Edu Tour on participants, KAP surveys were issued proior and post the leadership aspect of
the tour. “KAP surveys are focused evaluations that measure changes in human knowledge, attitudes and practices in response to a
specific intervention. KAP studies tell us what people know about certain things, how they feel, and how they behave”
(http://www.uniteforsight.org/global-health-university/survey-methodologies).
•	It has become an increasingly accepted that in in order to have meaningful impact as an organisation, there must be an
understanding of the influence and effect a program (in this case the OR Tambo Edu-Tour) upon implementation. The objectives
of KAP Survey being carried out by the Trust successfully captured the effects of the SOMAFCO Trust leadership on its target
beneficiaries (winners).
•	Ultimately, the SOMAFCO Trust aims to deliver an edu-tour that is effective in reaching the aims of the tour, the survey itself ensured
delivery of a high quality programme by allowing the Trust:
• To understand the value of empowering leaders (winners) through experiential and leadership learning program
• To understand the extent which the edu-tour is broadening the beneficiaries world perspective i.e. the notions of active global
citizenship and the extent to which this is internalised by beneficiaries through the edu-tour
• To understand the extent to which the edu-tour is providing a platform towards African Unity, through exposure to Tanzania
• The understanding of young people(beneficiaries) of their role in developing and growing Africa
•	SOMAFCO Trust had key inputs that are invested in its beneficiaries; measuring output vigorously and constantly allowed the Trust to
provide all stakeholders of the impact of the ORET leadership aspect. .
•	In future all winners will complete a survey pre edu-tour (at briefing session), post edu-tour (on the last day of official programmes)
and 6 months after the tour when they are part of the SOMAFCO Trust OR Tambo Edu-Tour Alumni to evaluate long term impacts on
the lives of young leaders in South Africa and Tanzania.

WHEN ASKED ABOUT THE ROLE OF O.R TAMBO EDU TOUR SOME HIGHLIGHTS
EXPERIENCED BY BENEFICIARIES INCLUDE A CHANGE IN AWARENESS AND
KNOWLEDGE SET IN A FEW KEY AREAS.
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT EXPERIENCE OF THE EDU TOUR, SOME HIGHLIGHT:
“I have some knowledge of South African Tanzanian history as a result of having to compile an essay and upon winning I have done
further research on the likes of Solomon Mahlangu, Julius Nyerere as well as the origins of SOMAFCO but I feel too far off from
where I want to be with regards to this knowledge”
“Partnerships between SA and Tanzania has removed the visa requirement between the two countries”
POST KNOWLEDGE WITH EXPERIENCE OF THE EDU TOUR:
“My knowledge of the root cause of lack of development in Africa has changed”
“The role Tanzania played in the helping ANC facilitate the education and revolutionise within their own country is unprecedented”
“I believe during the tour there was a lot of knowledge to take in and I certainly learnt a lot particularly about the role of the people of
Tanzania in the liberation struggle of South Africa”
“I have been expose to different cultures and ideologies. I have introspected myself beyond doubt and tried to identity how can I
become a better leader”
(The Somafco Trust ORET 2014 winners participating on the SAYLI educational programme)

“Honestly the tour has become more of school outside school”
“I am aware of the rights and responsibility of young person. The role of Tanzania in South africa and the role of cultural globalisation
in Africa”
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AN ENQUIRY ANALYSED THE OVERALL PERSONAL EFFECT OF THE OR TAMBO EDU TOUR HAD ON THE WINNERS, SOME STATEMENTS
BEFORE TOUR INCLUDED:
“Winning has forced me to engage with African material and content and to try engage with our liberation history from the
perspective of other countries”

PLENARY REPORT

SOMAFCO

“I hope the Edu Tour will help me gain more knowledge in terms of leadership and development in my country and the continent”
“In addition to my strong belief in building Africa, I think the tour will boost my confidence and help me be assertive while around my
peers”
SOME STATEMENT COLLECTED AFTER TOUR:
“The Edu Tour contributed to me being more tolerant and more aware of my surroundings and the people around me”
“The Edu Tour has opened my eyes and has in part sharpened my thinking in as far as Africa broadly is and how it should be”
“Having read the history of the African National Congress in the struggle, going there and seeing first-hand the reality of the place
has made me appreciate more the role those who were in exile played in the liberation of our country”
“The Edu Tour was very emotional and educational, a question of who am I, what is my purpose?”
“I have somewhat faced the challenge of fear that I have and I realized that I can overcome it”
“This Edu Tour changed and enhanced my perspective completely”
“This Edu Tour changed my view on how I see Africa, I learned whatever decision we make they will affect us tomorrow”
•	The ability to contrast the responses made in pre and post tour allow you as a reader to capture first hand accounts on the impact of
our programme on the beneficiaries. The full analysis is a summary of a detailed questionnaire that was handed out to beneficiaries,
a sample of the survey has been added to the appendage and a full statistical analysis can be available upon request to Trust to all
interested parties.

O.R TAMBO EDU TOUR PLENARY SESSIONS REPORT
•	Each plenary session was a meeting of the whole delegation to discuss the main themes which fall under the main ideas and
activities of the tour. It was a space that combined inspiration, education, dialogue and proposed action towards re-imagining Africa.
•	The four broad themes of the plenary sessions were
• Towards African Unity
• Entrepreneurship in Africa
• Cultural Globalisation
• Development in Africa
•	Each plenary session was conducted through a conference style set up, each session had a panel that presented their winning pieces
to set the tone for the dialogue and counsellors on each topic.
•	The panel itself is made up of the winners that wrote on or presented on the topics that are part of the broader theme of the plenary
session. The elaboration of each plenary session below will detail each panellist and give insight into each of their presentation.
•	The counsellors were selected based on their extensive knowledge on each of the themes which they counselled. The role of the
counsellor included chairing each plenary session, facilitating a discussion and using their own knowledge to produce a wellrounded discussion that ultimately points towards solutions that will produce a re-imagined Africa.

COUNSELLORS PROFILES
PLENARY SESSION I - TOWARDS AFRICAN UNITY
Venue:
Panel:
Counsellor/s:
Presentations:

Magadu Military Camp, Morogoro, Tanzania
Thulisa Ndlela (SA), Thulile Khanyile (SA), Themba Nkonyane (SA), Abeid Abdala (TZ)
Lebohang Matshaba, ANC International Relations Co-ordinator
As per discussions in submitted essays

ABEID ABDALA
•	The dream of African unity is possible and it can be attainable and if is attained can make African to live as family or as community
And through that we can stay together and solve all African challenges example poverty, diseases, ignorance (lack of education),
African conflicts and others. I stayed African contain a lot of natural recourses including mining ,natural gases, water bodies, tourism
attraction that is include a lot of money that can be used to remove all African challenges is just the matter of African people to stay
together and solve those problems.
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THULISA NDLELA
•	Born a mere eight days before the release of His Excellency
Former President Mandela who was released from prison
of the 11th of February 1990, it is my singular honour to
write this letter as I consider myself one whose grown
up alongside the democratic Republic of South Africa. I
have chosen to address the people of the entire continent
because in my analyses I could not single out a country that
played its role better than the others in the continent
•	I will however mention certain countries in my letter whose
contribution could be singled out to indicate the nature and
extent of the assistance that the South African struggle
received from our fellow compatriots in the continent and
those in the diaspora.
•	Allow me to remind you of the battle of Carthage(264 –
146 BC) which saw an African empire, a symbol of African
success being victim to a direct attack from the Roman
Empire which sought to destroy the Great City of Carthage.
When I interact with the fewer and bold history books
willing to make reference to this battle, I get the sense
that Carthage had committed no wrong to the Romans but
the crime of being efficient and self sustainable without
enlisting the help of the Romans. This city provides earlier
evidence of the existence of a complex governance system
amongst Africans even before the so called settlers came
and “discovered and civilised the continent”. A famous
Roman senator of the day, Marcus Cato, Cato the Elder, led
the campaign for the destruction of Carthage. It is said that
whenever the Senator spoke on any subject, he would end

THEMBA NKONYANE
with the words, in Latin – ceterum censeo delendam esse
Carthaginem - ‘besides which, my opinion is that Carthage
must be destroyed’. The ominous words of Cato the Elder
were also rendered in a more direct form – Carthago
delenda est! – Carthage must be destroyed! It is against
this background that I looking back at the things that this
continent have achieved more particularly in relation
to the defeat of extra territorial control of the continent
by colonisers united under the leadership of the then
Organisation of African Unity and now the African Union
that you lead.
•	Many African countries contributed to the liberation
struggle in South Africa, others even paid the ultimate price
where their country men and women gave their lives in the
quest to see South Africans join the rest of the continent as
free men and women.
•	I honour the Tanzanian people who gave the liberation
movement a base and not only provided military support
but identified the need for combatants to be educated
and thus facilitated the education of those tasked with
fighting for the freedom of the Republic, the education of
Mkonto WeSiZwe(MK) soldiers on the political reasons and
ideological underpinnings of our struggle was an important
guideline which ensured that those who take up arms
understand the political goal sought by their action and
this to me distinguishes the liberation movement from any
terrorist organisation.

•	Swazi people, I have, as a student myself learnt of The
University of Swaziland, and how in those days was an
important recruitment, training and hiding ground for the
ANC, I am however, perturbed to note that at this juncture,
there exists no official or properly marketed educational
partnerships between educational institutions in our
respective countries. Suffice to say that African history
studies are in the decline in our schools- we may be raising
a generation of political history ignorant citizenry
•	South Africa having been at the receiving end of diplomatic
efforts to help end apartheid
•	The security of our region has to be our own responsibility,
from both internal and external perspective. Our
government is in part, responding to the needs of military
veterans some of whom your kingdom hosted, has
through, the National Department of military veterans
accommodated all activists that partook in bringing South
Africa’s liberation, in my view, African governments neglect
the need to accommodate and consult ousted groups and
soldiers which lead to internal uprisings and coups such
as the Boko Haram, decentralised Al-Qaeda affiliates
and extremists thereby threatening Africa’s growth and
development.

PLENARY REPORT

•	Sanctuary giving neighbouring states, allowed the ANC back
then to conduct its radio communication in clear decoded
language, It is now time that neighbouring countries in
Africa communicate in clear decoded language, bilateral
relations have to be strengthened, diplomatic ties have to be
stronger, inter-Africa solidarity for liberation, Africa has to
have to be pro-active in solving its own problems, it should
not for the United States to spend R52.2 billion to ‘train and
equip’ foreign governments for counterterrorism activities.

•	There are already active training units Libya, Mali, Niger and
Mauritania, this equates to expanded US expanded military
activity on the continent which could result in drawing
large militant networks into local conflicts, the coup in Mali
was led by Amadou Haya Sanogo who is reported to have
received extensive military training in the US.
•	Will these Anti-terrorism training units bring much needed
aid and development to Africa? Are they needed? I think not.
Let us look within ourselves.

THULILE KHANYILE
•	In 2011, the president of the republic Jacob Zuma met with
the president Jakaya Kikwete where he noted the following:
“Our relationship is one born out of great sacrifices that
clearly distinguish good from evil… Given the sacrifices
made, it is most appropriate that the two nations combine
all their efforts in their fight to eradicate poverty and under
development.”
•	Today South Africans, resent the presence of citizens
of other African states so much so that the cruelty of
xenophobic attacks in S.A led to more than 60 fatalities just
between the year 2000 and 2008 with the latest attacks
taking place just this year. At a time where we as Africa
should be coming together and celebrating the lives of
our fallen heroes, celebrating our freedom and embracing
each other, the unity of Africa is threatened by a lack of
appreciation for one another.
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•	In order for us to build and strengthen relations with the
world, we need to build and strengthen relations within
African states first. We need to bridge the gap between
knowledge that youth of today finds important and that
which the elder generation of the country knows to be true.
It goes without saying that knowledge is a tool towards
mental emancipation for any man. And; it goes without
saying that where you come from contributes although does
not determine where you are going. If at all, as the youth of
a democratic country, with an abundance of information at
our disposal, have little to no knowledge of the struggles
that were; do we then know who we are or where we are
going? We live in a world where technology (i.e. cell phone,
laptop, etc.) can not only give you information about former
exile camps in Africa but can also give you the tools and
ability to communicate with the people in those countries.
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PLENARY SESSION II - ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN AFRICA

BOIPELO SESONI

Venue:
Panel:
Counsellor/s:

•	“We must see where the challenges are. The sector is
not new and a lot of work has been done on it. We have
identified that challenges plaguing small businesses
include skills development, access to finance and the actual
capacity to run a business,” said Zulu. In addition, she said
Somalians were a great example because they are able to
come to South Africa with nothing, build a network and open
small businesses that are successful in the same townships
South Africans have failed. South Africans do not only need
to learn from African counterparts but we need to realize
our need to strive for excellence in all that we do and to
also detach from the dependency we have towards our
government.

Oasis Hotel, Morogoro, Tanzania
Molebatsi Tsotetsi (SA), Mahlodi Seshuene (SA), Boipelo Sesoni (SA), Jeanette Lehloka (SA), Sylvanus Sosthenes (TZ)
Nonjabulo Ndaba and Angelica Van Dou (University of Pretoria’s Business Clinic)

MOLEBATSI TSOTETSI
•	The notion of introducing a ministry of small businesses
development serves as a great weapon in eradicating
the atrocities of poverty. The development of the practice
of small businesses also serves as an aspect which
bolsters the principles of capitalism- an economic
system best suitable to create more business and
employment opportunities for the people of South Africa.
The Ministry of small business development is the heart
of our economy, the majority of macro-sized businesses
started verily small- many a little makes a mickle. The
great Mrs Daphne Mashile-Nkosi, co-owner and founder
of Kalagadi Manganese, a manganese reservoir in the
middle of Kalahari dessert, was born and bred in Soweto,
as a young girl she had goals of growing to become
one of the prominent businesswoman of her times. She
initially ventured in small businesses until her companies
ultimately graduated from merely being micro to reaching
unprecedented heights in the world of business.
•	The origins of her goals to venture in business lie in her
previous lifestyle when she was living from hand to mouth,
she then figured an idea that venturing in business would
free her from the shackles of poverty, and rock bottom

became a foundation on which she built her life. She has
been recently awarded best Chief Executive Officer at the
African CEO Forum 2014, held in Geneva, Switzerland.
•	The number of interviews conducted with small
businessman and woman are proof that the government
funding schemes are hard to penetrate and more precisely
for a man walking down the street. The procedures they
apply to select successful candidates are inaccessible.
•	The Ministry of small business development should arrange
for more accessible business workshops and seminars
for young and upcoming businessman and woman, they
need to be taught about how to manage and sustain their
businesses. They most importantly need to be taught about
business ethics and ways to keep a sound financial record.
•	The Ministry of small business development has a great
potential of changing the lives of many in all the right ways.
Let these challenges and failures rather accord us with
many great opportunities to build a South Africa where
poverty is just a mere issue and small companies growing
to reach unprecedented heights in the world of business.

MAHLODI SESHUENE
•	We have thousands of small businesses In our townships
and their formations might be for many various reasons,
but as an interested party who pays attention to this small
businesses on an academic basis and benefits from them,
I learned that one major reason for individuals starting up
what is commonly known in South Africa as a ‘spaza’ was
a short term goal of having a means of income to sustain a
household while tackling a neighborhood need of common
basics such as bread and other small amenities, which one
could not on a daily basis travel to town to buy them. With
the need of such amenities on high and popular demand we
question why are the businesses not growing and there is
no efficient employment from them?
•	There is a huge market in the small businesses in the
townships and the potential is so much that it should be
given attention to actually make it a contributor to the
economy of South Africa. This small businesses are very
old and have proven to be easy to start, with that being
said the ministry should formulate un complicated ways of
nurturing them to growth and sustainability, as well as have
programmers that will give proper training to the owners
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to make an income that not only feeds the immediate
families but creates employment for community members
and business man who will see beyond the small spaza,
and want to grow into a sustainable economy contributing
business.
•	For a country that is looking to make job creators it is
essential that policies be made in aid and regulation
of this small businesses, so to protect the owners and
not stress them to abandoning the initiative but to be
motivated to carry on with the acknowledgement of the
governments support and other private sectors who will be
more comfortable in working with these small businesses
because of the legislative policies that will be supporting
them. It is a long way to go and the list is lengthy, but like
our democracy that took a good and challenging 20years
of growth, with the right man power and collaboration of
the state, foreign business owners, community members it
can and will be done, no matter how long it takes, and the
people will reap the benefits just like all South Africans are
reaping benefits from a well fought for democracy.
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•	The importance of entrepreneurship and the existence of
SMMEs in contributing to employment, wealth creation,
an improved economy and an improved lifestyle cannot
be denied. The barriers to entrepreneurship are found
in a range of areas including among others psychology,
institutions, the business environment, the economy, past
legacies, culture and society itself. It will take a complex
solution, which should include all stakeholders, including
among others parents, role models, mentors, government,
big business, communities and indeed individuals, to
overcome these barriers and to create an entrepreneurial
culture. The high failure rate can be partially attributed
to the lack of support that the small, medium and microenterprises (SMMEs) receive from support institutions as
well as to Their own internal weaknesses.

JEANETTE LEHLOKA
•	Why local small business in our townships (South Africa)
are failing to get it right as compared to our African
counterparts in a similar environment.
•	Barriers that I think prevent local community/entrepreneurs
from starting and running sustainable small businesses
are:
• Poor cash flow as one of the major causes of failure in
small businesses.
• Bad debts are the quickest ways that sinks the small
businesses.
• Not enough research, many small businesses fail because
of fundamental shortcomings in their planning. The wrong
skill set, illiteracy is another reason for small business
failure and no access to network.
•	Some of the basic reasons why local small business fail to
get it right or run sustainable small businesses is because
some people has started the wrong business at the wrong
time.

•	Not doing any market research, there are increasing
numbers of starting businesses without bothering to do any
of this researches and that lead to failure. Fear is one of the
reasons that prevent people from starting their own small
businesses because they fear failure, they get afraid of
failing
•	Other reasons that prevent people to starting their own
small businesses is because they have low self -esteem
and self- confidence, they think people will laugh at them
for selling e.g. apples, bananas, snacks etc.
•	They think people will look down on them, they think their
image will not be recognized in a good way, others have the
doubt in their mind that they cannot make it in business.
•	Some of the people are stereotyped that only men can
run a business not women. This are some of the reasons
why local business in our townships are failing to get it
right, as compared to our African counterparts in a similar
environment.
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KWENA MOYAHA
ARE YOU SOUTH AFRICAN FIRST OR ETHNICITY FIRST?
•	Identity in his presence incarnation has a double sense; I
do not identify myself by ethnicity or nationality. Yes I am a
young black woman, but that doesn’t define no and Identity
of whom I am. I try my best to identify myself who I am, I
usually Identify by my name because instinctively that’s
what I will respond too, once somebody try to Identifies me
or call me.
•	Ethnicity and Nationality doesn’t define what identity, Ethnic
Identity is separate from ounce personal Identity as an
Individual although the two many supectly and Influence
each other. Why should Identify themselves as human
beings because that what we all are despite our nationality

•	I believe that citizenship dominate over ethnicity. Ethnicity
is define as racial and nationality which refers to a group of
people who are united by common traditions and common
languages, are just the way of behavior, they religious
trade that is what define ethnicity, that can result into clash
racism, Xhosa can clash with Zulus, Sepedi’s can clash with
Ndebele’s its normal that the result of ethnicity.
•	Moving into citizenship, Citizenship is define as ones
countries origin, I originally from South Africa because I
am Identified as a South African that prove Identity. I am

Lumumba Complex, Mzumbe University, Morogoro, Tanzania
Cecil Lwana (SA), Nishta Sookdiyal (SA), Sibonelo Tshomela (SA)
Lebohang Mathaba

CECIL LWANA
and Ethnicity. Although I still take pride for being a South
African and indecently of Batlokwa tribe, I don’t use it as an
Identity unless if I have too, Ethnic Identity is often complex,
it can change dynamically through times a situation.
•	Arties it can be created by myself definition or others can
create it for you, whether we wish them too or not. I am
Kwena Moyaha and my name is what set me apart from
other people, my race, my color, my nationality, my ethnicity,
my gander are most common things that people use in the
Identification of one by others. The power to label others is
the power to control them. Our sense of Identity can never
be Constance, I am Kwena Moyaha and that’s how I identify
myself.

KATHLEEN MOTUBATSI
BETWEEN ETHNICITY AND CITIZENSHIP WHICH ONE COMES
FIRST?
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Identified as a South African not because I have an ID but
simply I am Identified. I was born in South Africa, which was
what brings Identity to us South Africans.
•	Patriotism
	A result of a patriotism because I love my country and I
will do anything for my country, if Mandela could do it, if OR
Tambo could do it, why can’t I do it? So I do it. For example
1976 June 16 march that started in Soweto and spreaded
all around other provinces, that shows that South African
youth was united for change. The rainbow nation, we called
the rainbow nation not that we are bored, because we have
eleven official languages and we use them wisely to also
unite and dominate.

•	Africa’s greatest asset is not its gold, it’s not its diamonds,
but it is its youth working together beyond the limitation
of borders to create economic solutions of our people. The
main factors that encroach on increasing intra-African
trade include regional integration, economic diversification,
conflict, infrastructure and border issues.
•	Although intra-African trade is not a panacea for
development, it is quite important. It can help the
continent’s small businesses to become more competitive
by creating economies of scale and weeding out big
useless corporates that are less productive in the African
marketplace. It can establish and strengthen product
value chains and facilitate the transfer of technology and
knowledge via spill-over effects. And it can incentivize and
spur infrastructure development and attract foreign direct
investment.
•	For these reasons, expanding intra-African trade is a key
to accelerating economic growth on the continent. It is
especially important for the continent’s many small, noncoastal countries that face tremendous challenges trading
internationally. Unfortunately, however, Africa’s current
internal trade is low. Most of its exports go to the world’s
advanced economies like the US,UK and China, and most of
its imports come from those same advanced economies.
•	In order to address Africa’s infrastructure deficit, the
region’s policymakers must prioritize maintenance,
integrate the private sector in infrastructure development

and leverage their engagement with China. Although largescale new infrastructure projects are needed,
•	Africa could reap significant gains by increasing
connectivity between existing infrastructures. In an effort
to remove non-infrastructure barriers to commerce,
policymakers should redefine citizenship, harmonize
interstate or interprovincial commerce rules and
regulations, and minimize the incidence of roadblocks
within their territory. African countries will not be able to
exploit the full benefits associated with intraregional trade
until they eliminate barriers to the movement of goods
and people within their own borders. Policymakers should
consider infrastructure, regional value chains, the role
of corruption and the value of regional integration when
identifying priorities for stimulating intra-African trade.
Massive investment in critical infrastructure is essential
to encourage growth, unlock productive capacity in young
South African’s small businesses and induce structural
transformation. This will encourage an export supply
response in sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing and
mining.
•	Adequately capitalized export-import banks should be
encouraged to support trade within African countries by
facilitating the painless and swift transfer of export receipts
and import payments. To effectively stimulate growth
across sectors and among nations in the region, significant
efforts must be undertaken to address these challenges if
the benefits of intra-Africa trade are to be truly realized

TSHEPO MABUYA
•	The importance of voting goes way beyond standing on
queues and casting our ballots. It is a tool and platform that
we utilize to give our potential representatives the mandate
to represent us and assist us in achieving our dreams and
aspirations especially we the young people of South Africa
who comprise of the highest percentage of our population.
•	We the youth of today need to realize that we owe it the
gallant students of 1976 who fought against the injustices
of the Bantu Education and the oppression of a black child
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in the country of his own birth. Whilst the class of 1976
fought against unjust law and an oppressive regime, we
need to use our vote to root out corruption and Selfishness.
•	It must not be only at the polls but also at various sections
of civil society that we are part of. It is through voting that
as young people we can dictate the future that we desire
for ourselves and our nation. Voting is indeed the stepping
stone towards 20 years of freedom and beyond.
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NISHTA SOOKDIYAL
•	Africa has one of the youngest populations in the world
and with being young comes much vulnerability, but with
a correct mind-set and vision, Africa can rise on eagle’s
wing and soar with the economic freedom that we have
anticipated. These sentiments were very evident in
Christine Lagarde, Director of International Monetary Fund’s
speech, where the theme was, ‘Africa Rising’. We cannot
have an Africa Rising if youth in Africa do not have a vision.
Hence I strongly attest that youth like myself and my other
compatriots, put on the armour of a dream, a vision and a
mind-set that some of our great leaders had, and lived to
tell great stories.
•	Without vision youth do not have a passion to want to lead,
help or inspire others. Youth must inform themselves and
look at thought leaders, media personalities and even
government officials or role models that are worthy of
emulating. When youth have audacious goals and dreams,
then nothing can stop them from performing at a world
class level in every facet of their life.
•	South Africa has been infamous for strikes and youth
too have been involved in many negotiations. While other
African countries like Swaziland recently show that the
strike mentality is getting copied by the continent. The
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strikes are severely eating our economy and investors
are pulling back from what could be great for us. Youth
are aware of corruption and they are aware of injustice
but would need to find other means to build a strong
relationship with parliament and government, where they
use their voice without causing a detriment to the economy.
Youth have this power especially in political arenas
where they are given the opportunity to be part of youth
leagues. The ego and power struggle must diminish and
the relationship must be built so that they too can have a
say and add value to the continent so that all stakeholders
benefit. Strikes pertaining to social issues that do not
interfere with the economy should continue as this is a way
to bring people together to help fight a good cause.
•	Africa has investment coming in without the planning and
the change of mind-set. This is a journey and success
happens in phases but without vision, passion, core values
and hard work we are unable to handle the investment and
yet again seek outside help. ‘Re-imagine Africa’, and let
the inspiration of Brand SA’s tagline shine, ‘Africa inspiring
new ways’. Youth should be proud to be an African and
help Africa Rise. I implore that the youth get the basics and
fundamentals right so that they can benefit from any capital
injections.

SIBONELO TSHOMELA
•	Like many other African States, South Africa is still
recovering from a severe apartheid epoch. Several
structures, policies and schemes were implemented during
apartheid that promoted racial discrimination, inequality
and prejudice in terms of service delivery and social
standards.
•	Having done an extensive study, the Centre for Development
and Enterprise (CDE) outlined improvements in the South
African education system. The first development in the
education system is the training of skilled teachers in all
subject areas. Secondly, since the demand for language and
mathematics teachers is escalating it is important to train
more teachers to meet this great need in schools. Finally,
the Centre for Development and Enterprise (CDE) advocates
that the public and private sectors must be given equal
opportunities in terms of public funding and the training of
teachers.
•	As a country we cannot operate effectively in the absence of
infrastructure. Infrastructure is at the core of any country’s
economic productivity.
•	Entrepreneurship is a vital part of community development
in South Africa and in Johannesburg in particular.
Entrepreneurship involves trade within the country and
with the outside world. Without trade a country cannot
have sustainable development. The current state of affairs
in South Africa shows that there is a lack of employment
opportunities in our country. Thus, entrepreneurship in
this manner sustains the country through the creation
of employment opportunities for South Africans. The
industrialized community of Johannesburg values
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entrepreneurship critically. The government has introduced
numerous empowerment initiatives for aspiring and
growing businesses. Initiatives like the NYDA (National
Youth Development Agency) which succeeded the
Umsobomvu Youth Fund in 2009, provide a number of
programs aimed at meeting the entrepreneurial needs of
the South African Youth.
•	They recently introduced a grant program for aspiring and
growing businesses. They promise to give entrepreneurial
capital ranging from R1000.00 to R100, 000.00 to start any
businesses of their choice and to those who have already
started their businesses to help and grow those businesses.
And because this is a grant program, entrepreneurs need
not to pay back the money, but it is given to those who meet
the necessary requirements.
•	South African education is improving year by year as this
is evidenced by the constant changing of curriculums.
This essay has also dealt with community development
and Infrastructure in South Africa. In addition the essay
discussion has highlighted the gradual implementation of
hydroelectricity (water-powered electricity) in most South
African communities. Implementation of the bus services
in Johannesburg has also been outlined. The essay has
also pointed out the government’s efforts in improving
telephonic communication. Entrepreneurship is a vital part
of community development in South African communities
and has been included in the essay’s discussion. Generally,
the government has played the most vital role in the
overall development of the country and of my community in
particular. This country has achieved a great deal over the
past years

TESTIMONIALS FROM
ORET 2014 WINNERS

Dear SOMAFCO Trust
SOMAFCO

I cannot begin to tell you how inspired and
motivated I am to have participated in the recent
ORET 2014 Programme I have become inspired
and filled with determination to be involved in
the cause for social justice and social cohesion.

My recent experience in East
Africa, in the United Republic
of Tanzania was inspiring and
eye opening, the experience
of travelling in Dares
Salaam, Morogoro, Dakawa
and Zanzibar is the best
experience that ever happened
to me in 2014.
At this prestigious trip I was in the company
of great men and women indeed who have
enriched my own life, fortified my morality and
gave me courage to do better than my best and
to never doubt my potential as the future leader
of Africa who is tasked with writing a new story
of greatness and revival for Africa.
I was inspired and move by the huge level of
economic activity exuded by my fellow brothers
and sisters in Tanzania, they are hustlers on a
mission, they are filled with determination and
they have shown what active citizenry is all
about, that is is not only about voting it’s about
serving our own countries with pride and being
involved in the development of their own country
as the First President of Tanzania, Baba Wa Taifa
Julius Nyerere has implored Africans to do so.
(Tshepo Mabuya ORET 2014 winner)

(Nishta Sookdiyal ORET 2014 winner)
An experience I would never forget and an indelible mark
has been imprinted in me. The SOMAFCO diplomatic mission
has taken me on the journey’s of the greatest men to change
the face of Human Rights and Liberation in the world. I
am humbled to know that the calibres of those leaders
are still needed today. And as I have completed 10 days of
introspection, I continually ask myself, ‘How can I become like
them or even greater? How can I create peace and prosperity if
Africa? How can I change the face of Africa?’
Having the opportunity to also talk about Socio-Economic
development in Africa, in front of Deputy Minister Mdudzi
Manana, and other dignitary’s; means that the seed of great
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leadership has been sown. I will find a way to help South
Africa and Africa I have spoken my heart and my desire for this
continent and it cannot be unspoken.
The SOMAFCO winners are thought leaders, visionaries,
thinkers and doers. They create insightful dialogue and want to
challenge the status quo, they want to break ground and make
the face of Africa and it’s people Shine! I am humbled.
I recommend that every South African apply for the SOMAFCO
mission once in their lifetime to ensure that they never forget
where they come from.
Nishta Sookdiyal

The trip to Tanzania has shown me how the leaders of Africa’s revolution have valued education despite the gruelling circumstances that
African peoples in the hands of the oppressors, hence the Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College was created to champion education with
production.

Most importantly I have learned how our African Brothers and Sisters make lemons out
of lemonades; this was illustrated by one of the Tanzania winners who shared with us a
story with us of how they grew up not being able to afford safe drinking water and how
she used education to end up being able to afford water.
Now I learned just how important SOMAFCO is still relevant in Africa’s present landscape as it is an inspiring epitome of African
Solutions to Africa’s problems Mungu Abariki Afrika Asante Sana
Tshepo Mabuya
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Dear SOMAFCO Trust,
I am sending you this email to thank you so
much for a very inspirational tour that opened
my eyes to reality of the South African liberation.
I strongly believe that as the South African youth
we HAVE to know about what happened, and
the price that was paid to afford us all these
privileges we are enjoying now.
A special thanks to Thlolo for his sincere
curation of the magnificence of being in
Tanzania, Its always refreshing to listen to
history from someone who was a part of that
history.
Upon my return to University I was sharing my
OR Tambo Edu Tour experiences with the Office
of Student Development, they were very inspired
to hear the beautiful work that SOMAFCO Trust
is doing to sensitise the youth about the real
account of the history of our liberation.
(Mahlodi Seshuene ORET 2014 winner)
It started out with huge scepticisms at the O.R Tambo
international airport where I felt like an outcast because
everyone seemed to know someone but me. I was not as
excited because I had told myself that I would be part of the
team off to Tanzania in 2014, for me I was worried about what I
was going to learn there and how I would emulate it and report
it back to anyone back in South Africa.

They are very interested in creating a
relationship with SOMAFCO Trust that will
ensure that SOMAFCO reaches as many
students as it can and more people become
aware of the opportunity that SOMAFCO offers
young people.

It was a challenge adjusting to the weather and my body
almost on most occasions let me down, but that never deterred
me because of the greater purpose of being there, and I
observed a lot of things that formed practical to my theory of
human behaviour and that was very interesting. To wrap it up
at the end of what was supposed to be a 10 day tour but ended
up 12 days,

Cecil Lwana
(Cecil Lwana ORET 2014 winner)

I met characters of different kinds and it took me a while to
warm up to the delegation, but I’m pleased that the SOMAFCO
Trust team made it their mission to have us all feel like peas in
one pod. I had an idea of the struggle towards the attainment of
South Africa’s democracy, but on the first visit to the SOMAFCO
campus in Mazimbu I realized that there was a whole history I
and most South Africans did not know about and that took me
on an emotional journey which enlightened me to the fact that
I was very privileged to have gotten the opportunity to be there
and learn all that I learnt, but that gave me a challenge and
responsibility as a SOMAFCO graduate to go out to my peers
and tell them about the rich history buried in the mountainous
region of Morogoro region which really was the catalyst of
south Africa liberation.
Interactions with the delegation, the stories and the knowledge
they shared on a one to one basis as well as a group basis
was invaluable. I met people who were like minded as me,
those who knew more than I do and those who would take
away more from me, and that really humbled me and assured
my belief that there is a bright future for Africa from the
individuals I met. The country men of Tanzania were amazing,
polite and they emulated the spirit of Ubuntu and I valued the
fact that they saw us as family because of the knowledge of
the role they know their country played in assisting the ANC to
topple the apartheid government.

I made friends what would only grow into
lifelong friendship, I felt like we were
family and being away from the team as
a whole feels like a huge void I’m taking
time to fill.
I will always treasure the opportunity my talent to address
issues in pen has afforded me and I am humbled that those
who picked me believed that I would add value to the group of
2014.
SOMAFCO Trust Edu Tour is now assisting me in making an
informed decision in choosing a political party that can make
the ideals that I believe can take SA to greater heights a
reality. This initiative is amazing and I think with that with an
extended extensive programme during and after the tour more
companies and organisations should get involved so to make
SOMAFCO Trust the programme to build future leaders for the
country.
Mahlodi Seshuene

CONCLUSION

SOMAFCO

•	We must not be exclusivist in our perceptions for this is not the way we attained our
freedom, because we are told by our elders that the struggle was not an individual
but rather a collective effort. Places like SOMAFCO are a testament to that.

have forgotten to let individuals be different, yet be
productive members of society.

•	
We

•	The living monument which is now the Sokoine University of agriculture (Solomon
Mahlangu Campus) symbolises a legacy of resilience, self-reliance, pro-activeness,
entrepreneurial spirit and a belief in a common goal. It is necessary to investigate
this place for it provides us with history from where we came charter a route to what
we strive for.
•

 istory enables us to see the parallels in time, and to
H
see social, economic and political intersections.

• 	It is important to recognise these parallels and intersections of our history because
it gives us a place to share commonalities.

•
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History allows us to become detectives of the past so
that we can piece together a tapestry in order to weave
an authentic and inclusive African identity.

(“Tell my people that I love them and they must continua the struggle. My blood will nourish the trees that
will bear the fruits of freedom – Aluta Continua” – Solomon Mahlangu)
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